WAC 173-26-241
Shoreline uses.
(1) Applicability. The provisions in this section apply to specific common uses and types of development to the extent they occur within shoreline jurisdiction. Master programs should include these, where applicable, and should include specific use provisions for other common uses and types of development in the jurisdiction. All uses and development must be consistent with the provisions of the environment designation in which
they are located and the general regulations of the master program.
(2) General use provisions.
(a) Principles. Shoreline master programs shall implement the
following principles:
(i) Establish a system of use regulations and environment designation provisions consistent with WAC 173-26-201 (2)(d) and 173-26-211
that gives preference to those uses that are consistent with the control of pollution and prevention of damage to the natural environment,
or are unique to or dependent upon uses of the state's shoreline
areas.
(ii) Ensure that all shoreline master program provisions concerning proposed development of property are established, as necessary, to
protect the public's health, safety, and welfare, as well as the land
and its vegetation and wildlife, and to protect property rights while
implementing the policies of the Shoreline Management Act.
(iii) Reduce use conflicts by including provisions to prohibit or
apply special conditions to those uses which are not consistent with
the control of pollution and prevention of damage to the natural environment or are not unique to or dependent upon use of the state's
shoreline. In implementing this provision, preference shall be given
first to water-dependent uses, then to water-related uses and waterenjoyment uses.
(iv) Establish use regulations designed to assure no net loss of
ecological functions associated with the shoreline.
(b) Conditional uses.
(i) Master programs shall define the types of uses and development that require shoreline conditional use permits pursuant to RCW
90.58.100(5). Requirements for a conditional use permit may be used
for a variety of purposes, including:
• To effectively address unanticipated uses that are not classified in the master program as described in WAC 173-27-030.
• To address cumulative impacts.
• To provide the opportunity to require specially tailored environmental analysis or design criteria for types of use or development
that may otherwise be inconsistent with a specific environment designation within a master program or with the Shoreline Management Act
policies.
In these cases, allowing a given use as a conditional use could
provide greater flexibility within the master program than if the use
were prohibited outright.
(ii) If master programs permit the following types of uses and
development, they should require a conditional use permit:
(A) Uses and development that may significantly impair or alter
the public's use of the water areas of the state.
(B) Uses and development which, by their intrinsic nature, may
have a significant ecological impact on shoreline ecological functions
or shoreline resources depending on location, design, and site conditions.
(C) Development and uses in critical saltwater habitats.
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(D) New commercial geoduck aquaculture as described in (3)(b) of
this section.
(iii) The provisions of this section are minimum requirements and
are not intended to limit local government's ability to identify other
uses and developments within the master program as conditional uses
where necessary or appropriate.
(3) Standards. Master programs shall establish a comprehensive
program of use regulations for shorelines and shall incorporate provisions for specific uses consistent with the following as necessary to
assure consistency with the policy of the act and where relevant within the jurisdiction.
(a) Agriculture.
(i) For the purposes of this section, the terms agricultural activities, agricultural products, agricultural equipment and facilities
and agricultural land shall have the specific meanings as provided in
WAC 173-26-020.
(ii) Master programs shall not require modification of or limit
agricultural activities occurring on agricultural lands. In jurisdictions where agricultural activities occur, master programs shall include provisions addressing new agricultural activities on land not
meeting the definition of agricultural land, conversion of agricultural lands to other uses, and other development on agricultural land
that does not meet the definition of agricultural activities.
(iii) Nothing in this section limits or changes the terms of the
current exception to the definition of substantial development. A substantial development permit is required for any agricultural development not specifically exempted by the provisions of RCW 90.58.030
(3)(e)(iv).
(iv) Master programs shall use definitions consistent with the
definitions found in WAC 173-26-020(3).
(v) New agricultural activities are activities that meet the definition of agricultural activities but are proposed on land not currently in agricultural use. Master programs shall include provisions
for new agricultural activities to assure that:
(A) Specific uses and developments in support of agricultural use
are consistent with the environment designation in which the land is
located.
(B) Agricultural uses and development in support of agricultural
uses, are located and designed to assure no net loss of ecological
functions and to not have a significant adverse impact on other shoreline resources and values.
Measures appropriate to meet these requirements include provisions addressing water quality protection, and vegetation conservation, as described in WAC 173-26-220 (5) and (6). Requirements for
buffers for agricultural development shall be based on scientific and
technical information and management practices adopted by the applicable state agencies necessary to preserve the ecological functions and
qualities of the shoreline environment.
(vi) Master programs shall include provisions to assure that development on agricultural land that does not meet the definition of
agricultural activities, and the conversion of agricultural land to
nonagricultural uses, shall be consistent with the environment designation, and the general and specific use regulations applicable to the
proposed use and do not result in a net loss of ecological functions
associated with the shoreline.
(b) Aquaculture.
(i) General provisions.
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(A) Aquaculture is the culture or farming of fish, shellfish, or
other aquatic plants and animals. Aquaculture does not include the
harvest of wild geoduck associated with the state managed wildstock
geoduck fishery.
This activity is of statewide interest. Properly managed, it can
result in long-term over short-term benefit and can protect the resources and ecology of the shoreline. Aquaculture is dependent on the
use of the water area and, when consistent with control of pollution
and prevention of damage to the environment, is a preferred use of the
water area. Local government should consider local ecological conditions and provide limits and conditions to assure appropriate compatible types of aquaculture for the local conditions as necessary to assure no net loss of ecological functions.
(B) Potential locations for aquaculture are relatively restricted
due to specific requirements for water quality, temperature, flows,
oxygen content, adjacent land uses, wind protection, commercial navigation, and, in marine waters, salinity. The technology associated
with some forms of present-day aquaculture is still in its formative
stages and experimental. Local shoreline master programs should therefore recognize the necessity for some latitude in the development of
this use as well as its potential impact on existing uses and natural
systems.
(C) Aquaculture should not be permitted in areas where it would
result in a net loss of ecological functions, adversely impact eelgrass and macroalgae, or significantly conflict with navigation and
other water-dependent uses. Aquacultural facilities should be designed
and located so as not to spread disease to native aquatic life, establish new nonnative species which cause significant ecological impacts,
or significantly impact the aesthetic qualities of the shoreline. Impacts to ecological functions shall be mitigated according to the mitigation sequence described in WAC 173-26-201 (2)(e).
(D) Local government should ensure proper management of upland
uses to avoid degradation of water quality of existing shellfish
areas.
(ii) Siting considerations for commercial geoduck aquaculture.
In addition to the siting provisions of (b)(i) of this subsection, commercial geoduck aquaculture should only be allowed where
sediments, topography, land and water access support geoduck aquaculture operations without significant clearing or grading.
(iii) Shoreline substantial development permits for geoduck aquaculture.
As determined by Attorney General Opinion 2007 No. 1, the planting, growing, and harvesting of farm-raised geoduck clams requires a
substantial development permit if a specific project or practice causes substantial interference with normal public use of the surface waters, but not otherwise.
(iv) Conditional use permits for commercial geoduck aquaculture.
(A) Conditional use permits are required for new commercial geoduck aquaculture only. Where the applicant proposes to convert existing nongeoduck aquaculture to geoduck aquaculture, the requirement for
a conditional use permit is at the discretion of local government.
(B) All subsequent cycles of planting and harvest shall not require a new conditional use permit.
(C) Conditional use permits must take into account that commercial geoduck operators have a right to harvest geoduck once planted.
(D) A single conditional use permit may be submitted for multiple
sites within an inlet, bay or other defined feature, provided the
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sites are all under control of the same applicant and within the same
shoreline permitting jurisdiction.
(E) Local governments should minimize redundancy between federal,
state and local commercial geoduck aquaculture permit application requirements. Measures to consider include accepting documentation that
has been submitted to other permitting agencies, and using permit applications that mirror federal or state permit applications.
(F) In addition to complying with chapter 173-27 WAC, the application must contain:
(I) A narrative description and timeline for all anticipated geoduck planting and harvesting activities if not already contained in
the federal or state permit application or comparable information mentioned above.
(II) A baseline ecological survey of the proposed site to allow
consideration of the ecological effects if not already contained in
the federal or state permit application or comparable information mentioned above.
(III) Measures to achieve no net loss of ecological functions
consistent with the mitigation sequence described in WAC-173-26-201
(2)(e).
(IV) Management practices that address impacts from mooring,
parking, noise, lights, litter, and other activities associated with
geoduck planting and harvesting operations.
(G) Local governments should provide public notice to all property owners within three hundred feet of the proposed project boundary,
and notice to tribes with usual and accustomed fishing rights to the
area.
(H) Commercial geoduck aquaculture workers oftentimes need to accomplish on-site work during low tides, which may occur at night or on
weekends. Local governments must allow work during low tides but may
require limits and conditions to reduce impacts, such as noise and
lighting, to adjacent existing uses.
(I) Local governments should establish monitoring and reporting
requirements necessary to verify that geoduck aquaculture operations
are in compliance with shoreline limits and conditions set forth in
conditional use permits and to support cumulative impacts analysis.
(J) Conditional use permits should be reviewed using the best
scientific and technical information available.
(K) Local governments should apply best management practices to
accomplish the intent of the limits and conditions.
(L) In order to avoid or limit impacts from geoduck aquaculture
siting and operations and achieve no net loss of ecological functions,
local governments should consider the following:
(I) The practice of placing nursery tanks or holding pools or
other impervious materials directly on the intertidal sediments.
(II) Use of motorized vehicles, such as trucks, tractors and
forklifts below the ordinary high water mark.
(III) Specific periods when limits on activities are necessary to
protect priority habitats and associated species. The need for such
measures should be identified in the baseline ecological survey conducted for the site.
(IV) Alterations to the natural condition of the site, including
significant removal of vegetation or rocks and regrading of the natural slope and sediments.
(V) Installation of property corner markers that are visible at
low tide during planting and harvesting.
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(VI) Mitigation measures such as buffers between commercial geoduck aquaculture and other fish and wildlife habitat conservation
areas as necessary to ensure no net loss of ecological functions.
(VII) Use of predator exclusion devices with minimal adverse ecological effects and requiring that they be removed as soon as they are
no longer needed for predator exclusion.
(VIII) Use of the best available methods to minimize turbid runoff from the water jets used to harvest geoducks.
(IX) Number of barges or vessels that can be moored or beached at
the site as well as duration limits.
(X) Public rights to navigation over the surface of the water.
(XI) Good housekeeping practices at geoduck aquaculture sites,
including worker training and regular removal of equipment, tools, extra materials, and all wastes.
(XII) Where the site contains existing public access to publicly
owned lands, consider recommendations from the department of natural
resources or other landowning agencies regarding protection of the existing public access.
(c) Boating facilities. For the purposes of this chapter, "boating facilities" excludes docks serving four or fewer single-family
residences. Shoreline master programs shall contain provisions to assure no net loss of ecological functions as a result of development of
boating facilities while providing the boating public recreational opportunities on waters of the state.
Where applicable, shoreline master programs should, at a minimum,
contain:
(i) Provisions to ensure that boating facilities are located only
at sites with suitable environmental conditions, shoreline configuration, access, and neighboring uses.
(ii) Provisions that assure that facilities meet health, safety,
and welfare requirements. Master programs may reference other regulations to accomplish this requirement.
(iii) Regulations to avoid, or if that is not possible, to mitigate aesthetic impacts.
(iv) Provisions for public access in new marinas, particularly
where water-enjoyment uses are associated with the marina, in accordance with WAC 173-26-221(4).
(v) Regulations to limit the impacts to shoreline resources from
boaters living in their vessels (live-aboard).
(vi) Regulations that assure that the development of boating facilities, and associated and accessory uses, will not result in a net
loss of shoreline ecological functions or other significant adverse
impacts.
(vii) Regulations to protect the rights of navigation.
(viii) Regulations restricting vessels from extended mooring on
waters of the state except as allowed by applicable state regulations
and unless a lease or permission is obtained from the state and impacts to navigation and public access are mitigated.
(d) Commercial development. Master programs shall first give
preference to water-dependent commercial uses over nonwater-dependent
commercial uses; and second, give preference to water-related and water-enjoyment commercial uses over nonwater-oriented commercial uses.
The design, layout and operation of certain commercial uses directly affects their classification with regard to whether or not they
qualify as water-related or water-enjoyment uses. Master programs
shall assure that commercial uses that may be authorized as water-related or water-enjoyment uses are required to incorporate appropriate
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design and operational elements so that they meet the definition of
water-related or water-enjoyment uses.
Master programs should require that public access and ecological
restoration be considered as potential mitigation of impacts to shoreline resources and values for all water-related or water-dependent
commercial development unless such improvements are demonstrated to be
infeasible or inappropriate. Where commercial use is proposed for location on land in public ownership, public access should be required.
Refer to WAC 173-26-221(4) for public access provisions.
Master programs should prohibit nonwater-oriented commercial uses
on the shoreline unless they meet the following criteria:
(i) The use is part of a mixed-use project that includes waterdependent uses and provides a significant public benefit with respect
to the Shoreline Management Act's objectives such as providing public
access and ecological restoration; or
(ii) Navigability is severely limited at the proposed site; and
the commercial use provides a significant public benefit with respect
to the Shoreline Management Act's objectives such as providing public
access and ecological restoration.
In areas designated for commercial use, nonwater-oriented commercial development may be allowed if the site is physically separated
from the shoreline by another property or public right of way.
Nonwater-dependent commercial uses should not be allowed over water except in existing structures or in the limited instances where
they are auxiliary to and necessary in support of water-dependent
uses.
Master programs shall assure that commercial development will not
result in a net loss of shoreline ecological functions or have significant adverse impact to other shoreline uses, resources and values
provided for in RCW 90.58.020 such as navigation, recreation and public access.
(e) Forest practices. Local master programs should rely on the
Forest Practices Act and rules implementing the act and the Forest and
Fish Report as adequate management of commercial forest uses within
shoreline jurisdiction. A forest practice that only involves timber
cutting is not a development under the act and does not require a
shoreline substantial development permit or a shoreline exemption. A
forest practice that includes activities other than timber cutting may
be a development under the act and may require a substantial development permit. In addition, local governments shall, where applicable,
apply this chapter to Class IV-General forest practices where shorelines are being converted or are expected to be converted to nonforest
uses.
Forest practice conversions and other Class IV-General forest
practices where there is a likelihood of conversion to nonforest uses,
shall assure no net loss of shoreline ecological functions and shall
maintain the ecological quality of the watershed's hydrologic system.
Master programs shall establish provisions to ensure that all such
practices are conducted in a manner consistent with the master program
environment designation provisions and the provisions of this chapter.
Applicable shoreline master programs should contain provisions to ensure that when forest lands are converted to another use, there will
be no net loss of shoreline ecological functions or significant adverse impacts to other shoreline uses, resources and values provided
for in RCW 90.58.020 such as navigation, recreation and public access.
Master programs shall implement the provisions of RCW 90.58.150
regarding selective removal of timber harvest on shorelines of stateCertified on 10/25/2019
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wide significance. Exceptions to this standard shall be by conditional
use permit only.
Lands designated as "forest lands" pursuant to RCW 36.70A.170
shall be designated consistent with either the "natural," "rural conservancy," environment designation.
Where forest practices fall within the applicability of the Forest Practices Act, local governments should consult with the department of natural resources, other applicable agencies, and local timber
owners and operators.
(f) Industry. Master programs shall first give preference to water-dependent industrial uses over nonwater-dependent industrial uses;
and second, give preference to water-related industrial uses over nonwater-oriented industrial uses.
Regional and statewide needs for water-dependent and water-related industrial facilities should be carefully considered in establishing master program environment designations, use provisions, and space
allocations for industrial uses and supporting facilities. Lands designated for industrial development should not include shoreline areas
with severe environmental limitations, such as critical areas.
Where industrial development is allowed, master programs shall
include provisions that assure that industrial development will be located, designed, or constructed in a manner that assures no net loss
of shoreline ecological functions and such that it does not have significant adverse impacts to other shoreline resources and values.
Master programs should require that industrial development consider incorporating public access as mitigation for impacts to shoreline resources and values unless public access cannot be provided in a
manner that does not result in significant interference with operations or hazards to life or property, as provided in WAC
173-26-221(4).
Where industrial use is proposed for location on land in public
ownership, public access should be required. Industrial development
and redevelopment should be encouraged to locate where environmental
cleanup and restoration of the shoreline area can be incorporated. New
nonwater-oriented industrial development should be prohibited on
shorelines except when:
(i) The use is part of a mixed-use project that includes waterdependent uses and provides a significant public benefit with respect
to the Shoreline Management Act's objectives such as providing public
access and ecological restoration; or
(ii) Navigability is severely limited at the proposed site; and
the industrial use provides a significant public benefit with respect
to the Shoreline Management Act's objectives such as providing public
access and ecological restoration.
In areas designated for industrial use, nonwater-oriented industrial uses may be allowed if the site is physically separated from the
shoreline by another property or public right of way.
(g) In-stream structural uses. "In-stream structure" means a
structure placed by humans within a stream or river waterward of the
ordinary high-water mark that either causes or has the potential to
cause water impoundment or the diversion, obstruction, or modification
of water flow. In-stream structures may include those for hydroelectric generation, irrigation, water supply, flood control, transportation, utility service transmission, fish habitat enhancement, or other
purpose.
In-stream structures shall provide for the protection and preservation, of ecosystem-wide processes, ecological functions, and culturCertified on 10/25/2019
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al resources including, but not limited to, fish and fish passage,
wildlife and water resources, shoreline critical areas, hydrogeological processes, and natural scenic vistas. The location and planning of
in-stream structures shall give due consideration to the full range of
public interests, watershed functions and processes, and environmental
concerns, with special emphasis on protecting and restoring priority
habitats and species.
(h) Mining. Mining is the removal of sand, gravel, soil, minerals, and other earth materials for commercial and other uses. Historically, the most common form of mining in shoreline areas is for sand
and gravel because of the geomorphic association of rivers and sand
and gravel deposits. Mining in the shoreline generally alters the natural character, resources, and ecology of shorelines of the state and
may impact critical shoreline resources and ecological functions of
the shoreline. However, in some circumstances, mining may be designed
to have benefits for shoreline resources, such as creation of off
channel habitat for fish or habitat for wildlife. Activities associated with shoreline mining, such as processing and transportation, also generally have the potential to impact shoreline resources unless
the impacts of those associated activities are evaluated and properly
managed in accordance with applicable provisions of the master program.
A shoreline master program should accomplish two purposes in addressing mining. First, identify where mining may be an appropriate
use of the shoreline, which is addressed in this section and in the
environment designation sections above. Second, ensure that when mining or associated activities in the shoreline are authorized, those
activities will be properly sited, designed, conducted, and completed
so that it will cause no net loss of ecological functions of the
shoreline.
(i) Identification of shoreline areas where mining may be designated as appropriate shall:
(A) Be consistent with the environment designation provisions of
WAC 173-26-211 and where applicable WAC 173-26-251(2) regarding shorelines of statewide significance; and
(B) Be consistent with local government designation of mineral
resource lands with long-term significance as provided for in RCW
36.70A.170 (1)(c), 36.70A.130, and 36.70A.131; and
(C) Be based on a showing that mining is dependent on a shoreline
location in the city or county, or portion thereof, which requires
evaluation of geologic factors such as the distribution and availability of mineral resources for that jurisdiction, as well as evaluation
of need for such mineral resources, economic, transportation, and land
use factors. This showing may rely on analysis or studies prepared for
purposes of GMA designations, be integrated with any relevant environmental review conducted under SEPA (chapter 43.21C RCW), or otherwise
be shown in a manner consistent with RCW 90.58.100(1) and WAC
173-26-201 (2)(a).
(ii) Master programs shall include policies and regulations for
mining, when authorized, that accomplish the following:
(A) New mining and associated activities shall be designed and
conducted to comply with the regulations of the environment designation and the provisions applicable to critical areas where relevant.
Accordingly, meeting the no net loss of ecological function standard
shall include avoidance and mitigation of adverse impacts during the
course of mining and reclamation. It is appropriate, however, to determine whether there will be no net loss of ecological function based
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on evaluation of final reclamation required for the site. Preference
shall be given to mining proposals that result in the creation, restoration, or enhancement of habitat for priority species.
(B) Master program provisions and permit requirements for mining
should be coordinated with the requirements of chapters 78.44 and
77.55 RCW.
(C) Master programs shall assure that proposed subsequent use of
mined property is consistent with the provisions of the environment
designation in which the property is located and that reclamation of
disturbed shoreline areas provides appropriate ecological functions
consistent with the setting.
(D) Mining within the active channel or channels (a location waterward of the ordinary high-water mark) of a river shall not be permitted unless:
(I) Removal of specified quantities of sand and gravel or other
materials at specific locations will not adversely affect the natural
processes of gravel transportation for the river system as a whole;
and
(II) The mining and any associated permitted activities will not
have significant adverse impacts to habitat for priority species nor
cause a net loss of ecological functions of the shoreline.
(III) The determinations required by (h)(ii)(D)(I) and (II) of
this subsection shall be made consistent with RCW 90.58.100(1) and WAC
173-26-201 (2)(a). Such evaluation of impacts should be appropriately
integrated with relevant environmental review requirements of SEPA
(chapter 43.21C RCW) and the SEPA rules (chapter 197-11 WAC).
(IV) In considering renewal, extension or reauthorization of
gravel bar and other in-channel mining operations in locations where
they have previously been conducted, local government shall require
compliance with this subsection (D) to the extent that no such review
has previously been conducted. Where there has been prior review, local government shall review previous determinations comparable to the
requirements of this section to assure compliance with this subsection
(D) under current site conditions.
(V) The provisions of this section do not apply to dredging of
authorized navigation channels when conducted in accordance with WAC
173-26-231 (3)(f).
(E) Mining within any channel migration zone that is within
Shoreline Management Act jurisdiction shall require a shoreline conditional use permit.
(i) Recreational development. Recreational development includes
commercial and public facilities designed and used to provide recreational opportunities to the public. Master programs should assure that
shoreline recreational development is given priority and is primarily
related to access to, enjoyment and use of the water and shorelines of
the state. Commercial recreational development should be consistent
with the provisions for commercial development in (d) of this subsection. Provisions related to public recreational development shall assure that the facilities are located, designed and operated in a manner consistent with the purpose of the environment designation in
which they are located and such that no net loss of shoreline ecological functions or ecosystem-wide processes results.
In accordance with RCW 90.58.100(4), master program provisions
shall reflect that state-owned shorelines are particularly adapted to
providing wilderness beaches, ecological study areas, and other recreational uses for the public and give appropriate special consideration to the same.
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For all jurisdictions planning under the Growth Management Act,
master program recreation policies shall be consistent with growth
projections and level-of-service standards established by the applicable comprehensive plan.
(j) Residential development.
(i) Single-family residences are the most common form of shoreline development and are identified as a priority use when developed
in a manner consistent with control of pollution and prevention of
damage to the natural environment. Without proper management, singlefamily residential use can cause significant damage to the shoreline
area through cumulative impacts from shoreline armoring, stormwater
runoff, septic systems, introduction of pollutants, and vegetation
modification and removal. Residential development also includes multifamily development and the creation of new residential lots through
land division.
(ii) Master programs shall include policies and regulations that
assure no net loss of shoreline ecological functions will result from
residential development. Such provisions should include specific regulations for setbacks and buffer areas, density, shoreline armoring,
vegetation conservation requirements, and, where applicable, on-site
sewage system standards for all residential development and uses and
applicable to divisions of land in shoreline jurisdiction.
(iii) Residential development, including appurtenant structures
and uses, should be sufficiently set back from steep slopes and shorelines vulnerable to erosion so that structural improvements, including
bluff walls and other stabilization structures, are not required to
protect such structures and uses. (See RCW 90.58.100(6).)
(iv) Over-water residences.
(A) New over-water residences, including floating homes, are not
a preferred use and should be prohibited. It is recognized that certain existing communities of floating and/or over-water homes exist
and should be reasonably accommodated to allow improvements associated
with life safety matters and property rights to be addressed provided
that any expansion of existing communities is the minimum necessary to
assure consistency with constitutional and other legal limitations
that protect private property.
(B) A floating home permitted or legally established prior to
January 1, 2011, must be classified as a conforming preferred use. For
the purposes of this subsection, "conforming preferred use" means that
applicable development and shoreline master program regulations may
only impose reasonable conditions and mitigation that will not effectively preclude maintenance, repair, replacement, and remodeling of
existing floating homes and floating home moorages by rendering these
actions impracticable.
(C) A floating on-water residence legally established prior to
July 1, 2014, must be considered a conforming use and accommodated
through reasonable shoreline master program regulations, permit conditions, or mitigation that will not effectively preclude maintenance,
repair, replacement, and remodeling of existing floating on-water residences and their moorages by rendering these actions impracticable.
(v) Multiunit residential development.
(A) New multiunit residential development, including the subdivision of land for more than four parcels, should provide community
and/or public access in conformance to the local government's public
access planning and this chapter.
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(B) Master programs shall include standards for the creation of
new residential lots through land division that accomplish the following:
(I) Plats and subdivisions must be designed, configured and developed in a manner that assures that no net loss of ecological functions results from the plat or subdivision at full build-out of all
lots.
(II) Prevent the need for new shoreline stabilization or flood
hazard reduction measures that would cause significant impacts to other properties or public improvements or a net loss of shoreline ecological functions.
(III) Implement the provisions of WAC 173-26-211 and 173-26-221.
(vi) Option for addressing legal status of existing shoreline
structures.
(A) New or amended master programs may include provisions authorizing:
(I) Residential structures and appurtenant structures that were
legally established and are used for a conforming use, but that do not
meet standards for the following to be considered a conforming structure: Setbacks, buffers, or yards; area; bulk; height; or density; and
(II) Redevelopment, expansion, change with the class of occupancy, or replacement of the residential structure if it is consistent
with the master program, including requirements for no net loss of
shoreline ecological functions.
(B) For purposes of this subsection, "appurtenant structures"
means garages, sheds, and other legally established structures. "Appurtenant structures" does not include bulkheads and other shoreline
modifications or over-water structures.
(C) Nothing in this subsection:
(I) Restricts the ability of a master program to limit redevelopment, expansion, or replacement of over-water structures located in
hazardous areas, such as flood plains and geologically hazardous
areas; or
(II) Affects the application of other federal, state, or local
government requirements to residential structures.
(k) Transportation and parking. Master programs shall include
policies and regulations to provide safe, reasonable, and adequate
circulation systems to, and through or over shorelines where necessary
and otherwise consistent with these guidelines.
Transportation and parking plans and projects shall be consistent
with the master program public access policies, public access plan,
and environmental protection provisions.
Circulation system planning shall include systems for pedestrian,
bicycle, and public transportation where appropriate. Circulation
planning and projects should support existing and proposed shoreline
uses that are consistent with the master program.
Plan, locate, and design proposed transportation and parking facilities where routes will have the least possible adverse effect on
unique or fragile shoreline features, will not result in a net loss of
shoreline ecological functions or adversely impact existing or planned
water-dependent uses. Where other options are available and feasible,
new roads or road expansions should not be built within shoreline jurisdiction.
Parking facilities in shorelines are not a preferred use and
shall be allowed only as necessary to support an authorized use.
Shoreline master programs shall include policies and regulations to
minimize the environmental and visual impacts of parking facilities.
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(l) Utilities. These provisions apply to services and facilities
that produce, convey, store, or process power, gas, sewage, communications, oil, waste, and the like. On-site utility features serving a
primary use, such as a water, sewer or gas line to a residence, are
"accessory utilities" and shall be considered a part of the primary
use.
Master programs shall include provisions to assure that:
All utility facilities are designed and located to assure no net
loss of shoreline ecological functions, preserve the natural landscape, and minimize conflicts with present and planned land and shoreline uses while meeting the needs of future populations in areas planned to accommodate growth.
Utility production and processing facilities, such as power
plants and sewage treatment plants, or parts of those facilities, that
are nonwater-oriented shall not be allowed in shoreline areas unless
it can be demonstrated that no other feasible option is available.
Transmission facilities for the conveyance of services, such as
power lines, cables, and pipelines, shall be located outside of the
shoreline area where feasible and when necessarily located within the
shoreline area shall assure no net loss of shoreline ecological functions.
Utilities should be located in existing rights of way and corridors whenever possible.
Development of pipelines and cables on tidelands, particularly
those running roughly parallel to the shoreline, and development of
facilities that may require periodic maintenance which disrupt shoreline ecological functions should be discouraged except where no other
feasible alternative exists. When permitted, provisions shall assure
that the facilities do not result in a net loss of shoreline ecological functions or significant impacts to other shoreline resources and
values.
[Statutory Authority: Chapter 90.58 RCW. WSR 17-17-016 (Order 15-06),
§ 173-26-241, filed 8/7/17, effective 9/7/17. Statutory Authority: RCW
90.58.120, 90.58.200, 90.58.060 and 43.21A.681. WSR 11-05-064 (Order
10-07), § 173-26-241, filed 2/11/11, effective 3/14/11. Statutory Authority: RCW 90.58.060 and 90.58.200. WSR 04-01-117 (Order 03-02), §
173-26-241, filed 12/17/03, effective 1/17/04.]

Certified on 10/25/2019
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